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Highlights 

In this study, the application of Clark IUH model in Amameh basin located in Iran 

is investigated. Six recoreded rainfall-runoff events are selected for analysis that are 

divided to four events for calibration and two events for validation processes. The 

results of calibration process showed that the calibrated parameters, percentage error 

in peak (PEP), percentage error in volume (PEV) and the model efficiency (EFF) had 

great changes while percentage error in time to peak (PTEP) had always low values. 

The falling limbs of runoff hydrograph were simulated better than rising limbs during 

calibration events. The validation of selected events were analized based on 

optimized parameters resulted from calibration periods. The analysis of the results of 

the validation period showed that the prediction of time to peaks, runoff volumes and 

falling limbs of runoff hydrograph were much better than the prediction of peak 

discharges, rising limbs and total shape of runoff hydrographs. The sensitivity 

analysis revealed that the storage coefficient was more sensitive than time of 

concentration considering Clark IUH model and in other side, among the accuracy 

and precision criteria EFF, PEP, PETP and PEV were sensitive respectively. It can be 

concluded that in this study, the application of Clark IUH model has higher 

performance in the estimation of time to peak and runoff volume than runoff 

hydrograph shape and peak discharge estimation.   
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Importance 

Although in many hydrologic and hydraulic designs, the volume and the peak 

discharge of runoff are needed but in flood control plans, including non-structural or 

structural methods, the estimation of flood hydrograph would be necessary. The 

estimation of flood hydrograph is performed using models and the models can be 

detected by the study of the basis of the models but it is necessary to investigate their 

efficiency in different estimations in various regions using real recorded data. As 

Clark IUH model is a well-known model for the estimation of flood hydrograph, the 

details of accuracy of this model in calibration and validation steps, the estimation of 

flood hydrograph shape, rising and falling limbs shapes, time to peak, peak discharge 

and runoff volume must be assessed. Moreover the sensitivity of various estimations 

of Clark IUH model to its parameters must be analyzed to be able to conclude about 

different aspects of the application of the model.   

 

Introduction (Hypothesis and aims) 

Runoff modeling is an important part of hydrological modeling studies.The 

modeling studies can be divided into single-event and continuous modeling which 

the former one is usually applied for runoff hydrograph simulations. The 

investigation of the efficiency and accuracy of different models in different regions is 

essential to makes it possible to jugde about the efficiency of a particular model in a 

specific region. Clark IUH model is one of the most important models in modeling 

runoff hydrograph which requires two parameters i.e. time of concentration and 

storage coefficient to estimate runoff hydrograph to be determined. Although there 

are a variety of methods for estimating these two parameters, but the inverse 

modeling can be considered when enough data is available. In this study, the 

efficiency of Clark IUH model will investigate using recorded simultaneous rainfall-

runoff data in Amameh basin. Clark's model as well as a sensitivity analysis are 

applied here to assess the magnitude of any parameter. Furthermore, the sensivity 

analysis the parameters of Clark IUH model will be performed to assess the 

magnitude of the effect of each parameter.  

 


